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Matthew Parris
When Brexit talk turns to ‘Canada’, reach for the revolver
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COMMENT
Matthew Parris
Melanie Reid
Dizzy,  exhausted – I blame being in London in a wheelchair
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MAGAZINE
Melanie Reid
Ben Machell
Twenty things about the new year we should worry about now
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MAGAZINE
Ben Machell


video

May to tackle hard Brexiteers
Push for softer vision after Brussels divorce deal
Theresa May is to confront Boris Johnson over his vision for Brexit as she seeks to exploit the momentum of the successful divorce deal with Brussels. The prime minister has set aside December 19 for the long-awaited cabinet discussion of how Britain’s “end-state” relationship with the European...Theresa May is to confront Boris Johnson over his vision for Brexit as she seeks to exploit the momentum of the successful divorce deal with Brussels. The prime minister has set aside December 19 for the long-awaited cabinet discussion of how Britain’s “end-state” relationship with the European...Theresa May is to confront Boris Johnson over his vision for Brexit as she seeks to exploit the momentum of the successful...
Read the full story

brexit

Voters can change deal, says Gove as rival camps limber up
Voters will be able to force changes to the Brexit deal, Michael Gove said as the environment secretary was deployed on the airwaves in an attempt to bridge Tory divides. Theresa May’s success in getting through the first phase of negotiations has only intensified plotting by both the Remain and Leave wings of her party as the cabinet...Voters will be able to force changes to the Brexit deal, Michael Gove said as the environment secretary was deployed on the airwaves in an attempt to bridge Tory divides. Theresa May’s success in getting through the first phase of negotiations has only intensified plotting by both the Remain and Leave wings of her party as the cabinet...Voters will be able to force changes to the Brexit deal, Michael Gove said as the environment secretary was deployed on the...
Read the full story



[image: Boris Johnson was expected to press Mohammad Javad Zarif, the Iranian foreign minister, on the humanitarian case for freeing Nazanin Zaghari-Ratcliffe]


Johnson’s Iran visit raises hopes for jailed mother
Boris Johnson has arrived in Tehran to push for the release of a British-Iranian woman whose health is deteriorating in prison. The foreign secretary will raise “grave concerns” about the imprisonment of Nazanin Zaghari-Ratcliffe, whose sentence could be doubled from five to ten years over new charges of spreading...Boris Johnson has arrived in Tehran to push for the release of a British-Iranian woman whose...Boris Johnson has arrived in Tehran to push for the release of a British-Iranian woman whose...
Read the full story

Snow brings travel delays and power cuts


[image: Snowfall surrounds Ribblehead Viaduct in Yorkshire]






[image: Terry Adams was jailed in 2007 for money laundering]


Former crime boss repays £1m after jail threat



[image: The Lice Assassins get to work. Amanda Jenner says women should not be blamed for having hectic careers]


Parents leave nitty-gritty to the pros



[image: Asher Fergusson, a blogger behind the research, at one of the flats he booked in Paris]


The rotting corpse and other Airbnb horror stories



[image: White bread flour is fortified with calcium, iron and other minerals and the industry has no objection to adding folic acid]


Put folic acid in bread to cut birth defects, urge doctors




[image: Police believe that Peter Berry may have stolen a total of £2 million from more than 100 women]


Top sailor who fleeced dozens of women is jailed



[image: Michael Farthing led Sussex University for nine years until August 2016]


Sussex vice-chancellor given £230,000 goodbye



[image: Postmenopausal women who lose 15 per cent of their weight cut the risk of developing the disease by 37 per cent, a study involving 61,000 people has found]


Lose stone and a half to reduce cancer risk



[image: Some 454,000 people paid their tax using a personal credit card last year, with HMRC taking about £12 million a year in commission]


Taxman bans payments by credit card as deadline looms





[image: David Davis, Theresa May and Oliver Robbins attend a breakfast to discuss the breakthrough with Jean-Claude Juncker and Michel Barnier]


brexit

We have a deal: how the two teams got Brexit back on track
Theresa May was staring into the abyss after agreement on Ireland unravelled, but the first stage of the talks somehow reached a conclusion



[image: Donald Tusk, the European Council president, described the historic deal as a “personal success” for Theresa May]


brexit

EU will reward May with transition deal next week




[image: MANCHESTER, ENGLAND - OCTOBER 04: Comedian Simon Brodkin, aka prankster Lee Nelson, hands Prime Minister Theresa May a P45 during her keynote speech to delegates and party members on the last day of the Conservative Party Conference at Manchester Central on October 4, 2017 in Manchester, England. The prime minister rallied members and called for the party to "shape up" and "go forward together". Theresa May also announced a major programme to build council houses and a cap on energy prices. (Photo by Carl Court/Getty Images)]


brexit | analysis

Weakness becomes a source of strength
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brexit | analysis

What it means — and who won
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political sketch

That was child’s play, now for the hard part







[image: Shinzo Abe, Japan’s prime minister, and Donald Tusk, president of the European Council, agreed the outline of the deal in July]


brexit

Trade agreement with Japan offers template for Britain



[image: There are tense relations between EU journalists and the Brexit department headed by David Davis, above]


BREXIT

Davis team sneer at media ‘enemies’



[image: Mr Williamson said that the Kremlin’s network of social media trolls and bots were undermining British interests]


Russia is at war with us, claims defence secretary



[image: Rose Fitzpatrick, Police Scotland’s deputy chief constable, also received more than £100,000 “benefits in kind” in addition to her £175,000 salary]


Police rebuked for paying officer’s £53,000 taxes




[image: Terry Jones, who has dementia, with Alison Telfer]


times christmas appeal | video

Ex-wife comes to the aid of Python star Terry Jones



[image: Depeche Mode shifted more than 1.4 million tickets for their tour in the first nine months of this year]


Depeche Mode tour outsells Ed Sheeran



[image: The Apostrophe Protection Society has criticised the missing punctuation mark from Princes Street in Edinburgh]


Texting spells end of the apostrophe
The enduring conflict between grammarians and greengrocers over the correct use of apostrophes has turned in favour...The enduring conflict between grammarians and greengrocers over the correct use of apostrophes...The enduring conflict between grammarians and greengrocers over the correct use of apostrophes...
Read the full story
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the times diary

McDonnell’s bloody omen
We may come to look on midday June 15, 2015, as a turning point in British history, for that was when nominations...We may come to look on midday June 15, 2015, as a turning point in British history, for that was...We may come to look on midday June 15, 2015, as a turning point in British history, for that was...
Read the full story
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The Times advent calendar
The 12 best mobile phone apps you don’t already have
ENTER



Parents fight hospital over ending baby’s life support
A couple have begun a legal battle to keep their baby son alive after a hospital said that it had exhausted all options to treat his mystery brain condition. In a case with echoes of the Charlie Gard case last summer, Alder Hey...A couple have begun a legal battle to keep their baby son alive after a hospital said that it had exhausted all options to treat his mystery brain condition. In a case with echoes of the Charlie Gard case last summer, Alder Hey...A couple have begun a legal battle to keep their baby son alive after a hospital said that it had exhausted all...
Read the full story

Theatre punch-up after row erupts over mobile phone
For Ebenezer Scrooge, “every idiot who goes about with Merry Christmas on his lips should be boiled with his own pudding and buried with a stake of holly through his heart”. For some theatregoers, the same goes for every member...For Ebenezer Scrooge, “every idiot who goes about with Merry Christmas on his lips should be boiled with his own pudding and buried with a stake of holly through his heart”. For some theatregoers, the same goes for every member...For Ebenezer Scrooge, “every idiot who goes about with Merry Christmas on his lips should be boiled with his own...
Read the full story


[image: CCTV footage showed a gang of robbers, including Joshua Jordan and Sadik Kamara, attempting to rob a shopkeeper]


Robbers used ammonia to attack victims



[image: Activists of Amnesty International held a vigil for Giulio Regeni in Rome earlier this year]


Tutor faces questions over student’s murder




[image: It’s a Wonderful Life is on the database created by Cambridge University students]


It’s a wonderful film . . . until the sex harassment



[image: The Wilson family complained that they were served “rock hard” scones]


Family win money back for their ‘rip-off’ tea at the Ritz


Romanian criminals raped woman weeks after arriving in UK


Female bosses are sex bullies too



‘Bunny boiler’ jailed for terrifying raid on former lover’s family


Tory in row with woman who put feet on train seat



Fixing high-tech cars forces up drivers’ insurance costs


Regulation to safeguard children online





Attenborough brings about a sea change
Dozens of MPs have signed a motion that congratulates Sir David Attenborough for highlighting the issue of plastic pollution in the oceans. Michael Gove, the environment secretary, said he was “haunted” by the footage and pledged action to tackle...Dozens of MPs have signed a motion that congratulates Sir David Attenborough for highlighting the...Dozens of MPs have signed a motion that congratulates Sir David Attenborough for highlighting the...
Read the full story

[image: The first episode of the series was seen by 17.2 million people, including a record 4.1 million on BBC iPlayer, making it the most popular programme of 2017]





[image: Alan Yentob is understood to have been given a deadline of December 20 to agree to a voluntary ban]


Yentob faces company ban after collapse of charity



[image: The school offers Latin to Year 8 pupils but says it can no longer afford to teach the subject at GCSE or A level without separate funding]


Libera nos a periculo: state school launches appeal to save Latin



[image: Scientists made a skin patch from 3D-printed cells]


Living tattoo can check your health and monitor pollution



[image: “First thing this morning I went to Brussels. Now I’m back again. Everybody is really pleased with me”]


My Week: Theresa May*
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Star Wars
The force is strong with you, but are you Jedi or Dark Side?
TAKE THE TEST




[image: From left: Karlie Kloss, Martha Hunt, Natasha Poly and Rosie Huntington-Whiteley]


Double down this winter with some drousers



[image: Operating teams from around the country have posted selfies in support of the idea]


Dr who? Surgery cap names can save lives



[image: The incentive to mine bitcoins has increased exponentially as the value of one coin has risen to nearly £12,000]


Bitcoin network ‘is using more energy than world can sustain’
Mining bitcoins, the digital currency, uses more energy than is expended by 159 countries, including Ireland and most...Mining bitcoins, the digital currency, uses more energy than is expended by 159 countries...Mining bitcoins, the digital currency, uses more energy than is expended by 159 countries...
Read the full story


[image: Faces with ginger hair feature alongside bald and grey-haired people on a shortlist of 82 emojis for 2018]


Emojis go follically correct with addition of redheads
Emojis have already been updated to better represent religious and ethnic minorities and the gender-neutral. Now...Emojis have already been updated to better represent religious and ethnic minorities and the...Emojis have already been updated to better represent religious and ethnic minorities and the...
Read the full story


saturday interview

‘A girly girl in the TV jungle helped tackle stereotypes about gay women’
As she recalled her struggle to drink an ostrich anus smoothie, the gay politician Kezia Dugdale bemoaned: “Nobody gets the irony of it when I say that I am afraid of birds.” This childhood fear has stayed with Ms Dugdale, 36, through her student...As she recalled her struggle to drink an ostrich anus smoothie, the gay politician Kezia Dugdale...As she recalled her struggle to drink an ostrich anus smoothie, the gay politician Kezia Dugdale...
Read the full story

[image: Kezia Dugdale says she was “absolutely gutted” that her jungle appearance overshadowed Scottish Labour’s election]





[image: The group accuses some newspapers of creating division]


Online venom of campaigners against hatred



[image: Nasa insists that this image of the Earth, taken from an Apollo flight, is not a hoax]


Flat-earthers going round in circles to earn respect


Rail fares 50% higher than in rest of Europe


Loss of shared values blamed for extremism



Manchester bomber’s friend jailed for decade


Mourners told to lock wreaths



Jail for accountant who forged mother’s will to grab her fortune


news in brief

Father who caused brain injury could care for girl, 2, again





Behind the shot: Jack Hill
In mid-November, I travelled to Bangladesh with The Times’ diplomatic correspondent Catherine Philp to report for one of our Christmas Appeals on the plight of the Rohingya Muslims. In several short months more than 400,000 have fled what some are calling genocide at the hands of the Burmese military and have sought sanctuary in neighbouring Bangladesh. After a...In mid-November, I travelled to Bangladesh with The Times’ diplomatic correspondent...In mid-November, I travelled to Bangladesh with The Times’ diplomatic correspondent...
Read the full story

[image: A weary family of Burmese refugees rest after reaching Teknaf at the southern-most tip of Bangladesh on November 18, 2017]




[image: Scottish Ballet dancers rehearse for The Nutcracker, on at the Edinburgh Festival Theatre until December 30]


News in pictures

Read the full story


Times+ reward
2-for-1 cinema tickets
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An afternoon of opera with Michael Fabiano
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Comment

This Brexit shortcut looks like a dead end
Matthew Parris
If Britain is heading for a version of the EU-Canada trade deal then we might want to think again about leaving
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giles coren

I’m four mill short of being a perfect neighbour
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janice turner

Online reviews are a five-star world of fakery
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matt chorley

These Johnny Foreigners don’t like it up them. Call Captain Maywaring
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Ben Macintyre

Why the Gallic Elvis was lost in translation





[image: Rural foxes are far shyer than their urban cousins]


Nature Notebook

Behind those wise eyes is the sly spirit of December
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rose wild | feedback

Spoiling for a fight over giving away Howards ending
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Daniel Finkelstein

Napoleon wins battle of the great generals
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philip collins

The fight for the Tory crown has already begun



weekend essay

Where’s the new Cicero to keep a check on our little emperors?
A flashy billionaire takes power, lauded by the alienated masses, who have turned on the complacent intellectual elite that held sway for so long. In the highest circles of government, there are whispers of betrayal, a thirst for vengeance. The...A flashy billionaire takes power, lauded by the alienated masses, who have turned on the...A flashy billionaire takes power, lauded by the alienated masses, who have turned on the...
Read the full story

[image: Mark Antony, Decimus, Julius Caesar and Octavian depicted in the RSC production.]




[image: times leaders logo]Leading Articles

Moving On
The Brexit deal was a fair settlement of divorce issues and follows important concessions from both sides. Now negotiators must prioritise a transition


Digital Alchemy
If governments can’t beat virtual currencies they may have to join them


Dads’ Duties
Finnish fathers spend more time caring for their children than mothers




LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Theresa May and the demands of leadership
Sir, The criticism of Theresa May by Iain Martin (“We have the weakest PM in living memory”, Comment, Dec 7) suggests that he has not yet grasped the full implications of Brexit. The cabinet, like the Tory party and the country as a whole, is in a...Sir, The criticism of Theresa May by Iain Martin (“We have the weakest PM in living memory”...Sir, The criticism of Theresa May by Iain Martin (“We have the weakest PM in living memory”...
Read the full story
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Correspondence
Letters to the Editor should be sent to letters@thetimes.co.uk
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[image: Daily Universal Slice Masthead]Daily Universal Register
Briefing
Iran: Boris Johnson, the foreign secretary, arrives in Tehran during a Middle East tour.
 Saudi Arabia: Arab League holds an emergency meeting of foreign ministers in response to President Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel.
 Germany: European Film Awards take place in Berlin.
 


On this day
In 1854 Alfred, Lord Tennyson’s Crimean War poem The Charge of the Light Brigade was published in The London Examiner; In 1905 the premiere of Richard Strauss’s opera Salome was held in Dresden; in 1960 the first episode of Coronation Street was screened; in 1990 Lech Walesa, who in 1983 had received the Nobel Peace Prize, was elected president of Poland.
 



[image: Nature notes]
Nature notes
Dog’s mercury is the plant with tiny green flowers that spreads over the dark, damp floors of woods in February and is hailed as an early sign of spring. However, it has a relative called annual mercury that is far less well known, although it is now flourishing at pavement edges and in gardens. It is a more bushy plant and has similar flowers. It is not beautiful, but just to see it can make one think of dog’s mercury and spring. Another plant that looks ahead is cow parsley, which is already up with bright green, lacy leaves on muddy roadsides, although its white, umbrella-like flowers will not be displaying themselves until April. It is trying to secure an early place for itself in the great plant battles of spring. Nevertheless, most specimens of this cheerful avant-garde will be killed by frost in the new year.
 Derwent May

Show more




[image: Birthdays]
Birthdays today
Edward Argar, Conservative MP for Charnwood, 40; Joan Armatrading, singer-songwriter, Love and Affection (1976), 67; Joshua Bell, violinist and music director, Academy of St Martin in the Fields, 50; Beau Bridges, actor, Masters of Sex (2013-16), 76; Susan Bullock, soprano, 59; Lord (David) Currie of Marylebone, economist, chairman, Competition and Markets Authority, 71; Dame Judi Dench, actress, Murder on the Orient Express (2017), 83; Kirk Douglas, actor, Spartacus (1960), 101; Jakob Dylan, singer-songwriter, the Wallflowers, son of Bob Dylan, 48; Sonia Gandhi, president, Indian National Congress party, 71; Imogen Heap, singer-songwriter, Tiny Human (2015), 40; David Harsent, TS Eliot prizewinning poet, Fire Songs (2014), 75; Bob Hawke, prime minister of Australia (1983-91), 88; Buck Henry, film-maker and writer, The Graduate (1967), 87; Felicity Huffman, actress, Desperate Housewives (2004-12), 55; Neil Innes, songwriter, Monty Python and the Holy Grail (1975), and musician, Bonzo Dog Doo-Dah Band, 73; Sir Peter Jackson, High Court judge, 62; Sandy Jones, president, Professional Golfers’ Association, 71; Jean-Claude Juncker, president, European Commission (2014-19), 63; Sally Light, chief executive, Motor Neurone Disease Association, 58; Lesley Longstone, chief executive, Crown Prosecution Service, 53; Caroline Lucas, MP for Brighton Pavilion, co-leader of the Green Party, 57; John Malkovich, actor and producer, Dangerous Liaisons (1988), 64; Donny Osmond, singer, Puppy Love (1972), 60; Elsie Owusu, founder and principal, Elsie Owusu Architects, vice-chairwoman, London School of Architecture, 64; Keri-Anne Payne, British two-time 10km open water world champion (2009, 2011) and Olympic silver medallist (2008), 30; Russell Norman, restaurateur, 52; Sir Ernest Ryder, Lord Justice of Appeal and senior president of tribunals, 60; Emma Sergeant, artist, 58; Lord Sumption, Justice of the UK Supreme Court and historian, The Hundred Years War IV: Cursed Kings (2015), 69; Joanna Trollope, novelist, City of Friends (2017), 74.
 
Birthdays tomorrow
 
Clive Anderson, broadcaster, Loose Ends, 65; Sir Scott Baker, Lord Justice of Appeal (2002-10), coroner at the inquest into the deaths of Diana, Princess of Wales, and Dodi Fayed, 80; Lord Birt, chairman, internet provider Host Europe Group, and director-general of the BBC (1992-2000), 73; Sir Kenneth Branagh, actor and director, Murder on the Orient Express (2017), 57; Sarah Chang, violinist, 37; Prof Carolin Crawford, astrophysicist, lecturer at Emmanuel College, Cambridge, 54; Sir Barry Cunliffe, emeritus professor of European archaeology, University of Oxford, 78; Susan Dey, actress, The Partridge Family (1970-74), 65; Cornelia Funke, children’s author, the Inkheart trilogy (2004-08), 59; Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen, trade unionist, 77; Ann Gloag, co-founder, Stagecoach Holdings (now Stagecoach Group), 75; Paul Hardcastle, musician, 19 (1985), 60; Nicky Henderson, National Hunt racehorse trainer, 67; Mark Hix, restaurateur, chef and food writer, 55; Lord Jopling, Conservative MP (1964-97), 87; Jahangir Khan, six-time winner of the squash world open (1981-85, 1988), 54; Sultan Kösen, the tallest living man at 8ft 3in, 35; Raphael Maklouf, sculptor, designer of the effigy of the Queen used on coins, 80; Prof Sir Howard Newby, vice-chancellor, University of Liverpool (2008-15), 70; Barbara Rae, painter and printmaker, 74; Susanna Reid, journalist and TV presenter, Good Morning Britain, 47; Sir Angus Stirling, director-general, National Trust (1983-95), 84; Kathryn Stott, concert pianist, 59; Yuri Temirkanov, artistic director and principal conductor, St Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra, 79; Meg White, drummer, the White Stripes, 43.
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World

Israel strikes Hamas in Gaza
Muslim world erupts in riots over Jerusalem row
Israeli bombs killed two Hamas militants in Gaza last night in response to a spate of rocket attacks after a day of violent protests in the occupied territories. Two Palestinians were shot dead at demonstrations, the first confirmed killings since President Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as...Israeli bombs killed two Hamas militants in Gaza last night in response to a spate of rocket attacks after a day of violent protests in the occupied territories. Two Palestinians were shot dead at demonstrations, the first confirmed killings since President Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as...Israeli bombs killed two Hamas militants in Gaza last night in response to a spate of rocket attacks after a day of violent...
Read the full story

Zionists and evangelists praise White House
At the White House Hanukkah party the mood was ecstatic as President Trump promised that the evening would be “all about Jerusalem”. He told the 250 guests: “I know for a fact there are a lot of happy people in this room.” Sheldon Adelson, the hotel magnate and Zionist donor, Jewish Republican legislators and Mike Pence, the evangelical...At the White House Hanukkah party the mood was ecstatic as President Trump promised that the evening would be “all about Jerusalem”. He told the 250 guests: “I know for a fact there are a lot of happy people in this room.” Sheldon Adelson, the hotel magnate and Zionist donor, Jewish Republican legislators and Mike Pence, the evangelical...At the White House Hanukkah party the mood was ecstatic as President Trump promised that the evening would be “all about...
Read the full story



[image: Deutsche Bank has received a subpoena in special counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation into Russian meddling in the US election]


Banker to the Trumps under investigation for Russian links
Donald Trump’s reliance on Deutsche Bank to fund his business ventures is returning to haunt him as the inquiry into Russian election interference focuses on the German banking giant, and Democrats raise questions about a potential conflict of interest. Besides backing several of Mr Trump’s big property projects...Donald Trump’s reliance on Deutsche Bank to fund his business ventures is returning to haunt him...Donald Trump’s reliance on Deutsche Bank to fund his business ventures is returning to haunt him...
Read the full story

France says goodbye with funeral fit for Le King


[image: Johnny Hallyday fans camped out on the Champs-Elysees ahead of his funeral. The singer died on Wednesday aged 74]






[image: Horses are led to safety in La Cañada Flintridge as wildfires spread across southern California]


Horses perish as fire engulfs 4,000 acres in 24 hours



[image: The Apple Campus 2 at Cupertino, California. Modelling agencies are hiring good-looking women to pose as employees in Silicon Valley]


Silicon Valley coders search for models to sex up parties



[image: Police respond to an overdose in the rust-belt city of Warren, Ohio. The woman was taken to hospital]


US farmers lose their heirs to opioid epidemic



[image: Sarah Huckabee Sanders, far right, grew up to become President Trump’s press secretary. Seated are her father, Mike — the former presidential hopeful — and her mother, with her two elder brothers behind]


Want to meet the president? You need to phone Melania




Unions tamed at last by Macron reforms
With 3,809 pages of labour laws that give unions a stranglehold on the economy, France has long been a hostile environment for entrepreneurs like Arnaud and Laurent Cosson. Now the two brothers, partners in start-up businesses...With 3,809 pages of labour laws that give unions a stranglehold on the economy, France has long been a hostile environment for entrepreneurs like Arnaud and Laurent Cosson. Now the two brothers, partners in start-up businesses...With 3,809 pages of labour laws that give unions a stranglehold on the economy, France has long been a hostile...
Read the full story

Trump backs Senate hopeful in sex assault row
President Trump has given his full-throated backing to a Republican Senate candidate accused of molesting two teenage girls when he was in his 30s. Mr Trump warned that the US “cannot afford” the race in Alabama to be lost to a...President Trump has given his full-throated backing to a Republican Senate candidate accused of molesting two teenage girls when he was in his 30s. Mr Trump warned that the US “cannot afford” the race in Alabama to be lost to a...President Trump has given his full-throated backing to a Republican Senate candidate accused of molesting two teenage...
Read the full story


[image: Play was halted three times on the second day for Sri Lankans to receive medical treatment]


Smog stops play: pollution puts Delhi cricket at risk



[image: Finnish fathers spend an average of eight minutes longer a day with school-age children than mothers do]


Finland is first country where fathers do most of the childcare



Crab curry on a Bangkok roadside wins Aunti Fai a Michelin star
A Bangkok “street food” restaurant where diners sit at plastic tables by the side of a road has been awarded a Michelin star. Raan Jay Fai, named after its 72-year-old owner, is among the city’s most expensive places to eat. Every night patrons...A Bangkok “street food” restaurant where diners sit at plastic tables by the side of a road has...A Bangkok “street food” restaurant where diners sit at plastic tables by the side of a road has...
Read the full story

[image: Jay Fai, 72, has goggles to protect her eyes from oil spitting out of woks]
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US confidential

Divided nation gives speedy Spielberg a blockbuster



[image: The hamlet of Alwine has a population of about 15 and is described as a “settlement with village character”]


Buy your own hamlet for €125,000



[image: Rudolf Nureyev, who was bisexual, died of an Aids-related illness in 1993]


Director of Nureyev ballet defies Kremlin



[image: The baker was found to have illegally used a name given to a similar chou garni by another producer]


€200,000 fine for baker who misnamed his puff pastry




[image: President Zuma: “clearly conflicted” by the allegations]


Zuma may face trial after loss of his great protector



[image: Supporters of Mikheil Saakashvili gathered outside the police station where he was being detained]


Protests as Ukraine arrests ex-Georgian president again



[image: Robert Mugabe Jr with his father, the former Zimbabwean president]


Mugabe’s son launches fashion label
Robert Mugabe’s son has set up an expensive clothing range in South Africa weeks after his father was toppled. The...Robert Mugabe’s son has set up an expensive clothing range in South Africa weeks after his father...Robert Mugabe’s son has set up an expensive clothing range in South Africa weeks after his father...
Read the full story


[image: Trent Franks is said to have asked two members of his staff about their willingness to bear his children]


Congressman quits in surrogacy storm
A Republican congressman who approached female aides about the possibility of carrying children for him as surrogates...A Republican congressman who approached female aides about the possibility of carrying children...A Republican congressman who approached female aides about the possibility of carrying children...
Read the full story
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Business

Booming US jobs market makes rate rise certain
America’s central bank is almost certain to raise interest rates next week after a closely watched report showed that the US jobs market was stronger than thought. Employers other than farms added 228,000 jobs to their payrolls in November, which was more than the 200,000 that economists had...America’s central bank is almost certain to raise interest rates next week after a closely watched report showed that the US jobs market was stronger than thought. Employers other than farms added 228,000 jobs to their payrolls in November, which was more than the 200,000 that economists had...America’s central bank is almost certain to raise interest rates next week after a closely watched report showed that the US...
Read the full story

RBS scandal silence was normal, says regulator
The Financial Conduct Authority has defended its contentious decision not to publish a highly critical report into Royal Bank of Scotland owing to its fear of being sued, saying that the move reflected “normal practice”. On Tuesday The Times disclosed that the FCA had concluded that it should not issue its investigation into the bank’s...The Financial Conduct Authority has defended its contentious decision not to publish a highly critical report into Royal Bank of Scotland owing to its fear of being sued, saying that the move reflected “normal practice”. On Tuesday The Times disclosed that the FCA had concluded that it should not issue its investigation into the bank’s...The Financial Conduct Authority has defended its contentious decision not to publish a highly critical report into Royal Bank...
Read the full story



[image: From April 1 next year, BA intends to put all 37,000 workers into a new pension scheme]


BA bumps staff into economy pension scheme
Another of the great industrial final-salary pension schemes is to fully close after British Airways said that it would put 37,000 workers on to the same defined-contribution plan. It is part of a plan to end decades of pension issues that, because of the size of its liabilities to its retired workforce, have given...Another of the great industrial final-salary pension schemes is to fully close after British...Another of the great industrial final-salary pension schemes is to fully close after British...
Read the full story

Barclays to roll dice at Ritz casino


[image: The Ritz Club made a pre-tax profit last year of £8.9 million on revenues of £33 million]





Carmakers’ exports keep factories in fast lane of economic expansion
Output from factories grew for the sixth consecutive month in October, the longest unbroken expansion of its kind for over 20 years. Boosted by a robust performance from carmakers, which have reported higher export orders...Output from factories grew for the sixth consecutive month in October, the longest unbroken expansion of its kind for over 20 years. Boosted by a robust performance from carmakers, which have reported higher export orders...Output from factories grew for the sixth consecutive month in October, the longest unbroken expansion of its kind for...
Read the full story

Cash machine row will lead to closures, warns Which?
An urgent review of the availability of free-to-use ATMs is needed to make sure that customers do not struggle to access their cash, campaigners have claimed. Which?, the consumer group, said that it was concerned that a row...An urgent review of the availability of free-to-use ATMs is needed to make sure that customers do not struggle to access their cash, campaigners have claimed. Which?, the consumer group, said that it was concerned that a row...An urgent review of the availability of free-to-use ATMs is needed to make sure that customers do not struggle to...
Read the full story
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business commentary

Union in favour? Pigs really can fly



[image: Mark Carney at an inflation report by the Bank of England, which found that people expect inflation over the next five years to be 3.5 per cent]


Increased inflation ‘is here to stay’




After partying like it’s 1929, get ready for the hangover
American stock markets are in a “slow bubble” and companies are at least as overvalued by investors as they were just before the Great Depression, according to the Nobel prize-winning economist who predicted the dotcom crash and financial crisis.American stock markets are in a “slow bubble” and companies are at least as overvalued by...American stock markets are in a “slow bubble” and companies are at least as overvalued by...
Read the full story

[image: Getting in the swing of things in The Great Gatsby, before the 1929 crash]





[image: Australian high streets and retail centres could be worn down by the aggressive incomer]


Rome wasn’t won in a day: retail’s Attila the Hun lands in Australia



[image: Exports rose despite concerns factories could slow to curb pollution]


China piles on exports to defy the critics
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COMMENT

Corbyn scares business much more than Brexit, and with good reason
For all Labour’s promises to nationalise British industry and raise taxes, it was Jeremy Corbyn’s response to the...For all Labour’s promises to nationalise British industry and raise taxes, it was Jeremy Corbyn’s...For all Labour’s promises to nationalise British industry and raise taxes, it was Jeremy Corbyn’s...
Read the full story
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MARKET REPORT

Porvair’s potential filters through to investors
The market likes many things, but if you can put some of them together in a single basket, then all the better. Thus...The market likes many things, but if you can put some of them together in a single basket, then...The market likes many things, but if you can put some of them together in a single basket, then...
Read the full story


The manifesto

Whitbread boss has firm grip on reins, even with new investor hitching a ride
When Alison Brittain was named as the next chief executive of Whitbread in May 2015, the share price was riding high at £52. When she took over six months later, the price had fallen to £44. Last month, amid growing economic and political uncertainty, the shares had fallen to about £35. Analysts had been suggesting that it was only a matter of time before an activist...When Alison Brittain was named as the next chief executive of Whitbread in May 2015, the share...When Alison Brittain was named as the next chief executive of Whitbread in May 2015, the share...
Read the full story

[image: Alison Brittain was plucked from banking by Whitbread to become one of only a handful of female FTSE 100 chief executives]




[image: Ross McEwan doubts a deal can be reached with US officials this year]


RBS waits for sub-prime settlement
The boss of Royal Bank of Scotland has warned that a long-awaited multibillion-dollar settlement with American...The boss of Royal Bank of Scotland has warned that a long-awaited multibillion-dollar settlement with American authorities over its mis-selling of toxic financial products is now unlikely to come this year. Ross McEwan, 60, chief executive, said that the chances of a deal with the US Department of Justice were...The boss of Royal Bank of Scotland has warned that a long-awaited multibillion-dollar settlement with American authorities over...
Read the full story



[image: The publication no longer needs all of the space in its home of 127 years]


Spare room at Lady’s historic HQ



[image: Millennium &amp; Copthorne’s 137 hotels include the Millennium Gloucester in London]


£2bn plan to take hotels private tackles investors’ reservations


It’s not so grim up north, as sales rise of £1m homes


Not enough houses for sale? That suits us, says Berkeley



Expansion eats away at Nando’s profit


Steinhoff hit again after credit rating is cut to junk



need to know

Your five-minute digest


Tempus

Enjoy the calm after the storm
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Sport

Edgar’s XI
Test your knowledge of the Manchester derby
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TAKE THE QUIZ
Edgar’s XI
Game Podcast special
United must go for it against inspirational City
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LISTEN NOW
Game Podcast special
Eric Cantona interview
Polly Vernon meets the United legend in Times Magazine


[image: ]

READ HERE
Eric Cantona interview


PREMIER LEAGUE

West Ham beat Chelsea to give Moyes first win
First “Irons” then “Bubbles” – in the last ten minutes, London Stadium seethed with song. It felt like a proper football arena yesterday and West Ham a proper football team. This season, those things have taken until mid-December but at least there is now a starting point – this heroic, heart-filled, hard-fought victory was one to treasure and build upon for David Moyes.First “Irons” then “Bubbles” – in the last ten minutes, London Stadium seethed with song. It felt...First “Irons” then “Bubbles” – in the last ten minutes, London Stadium seethed with song. It felt...
Read the full story

[image: Early advantage: Marko Arnautovic curls the ball home past the outstretched Cesar Azpilicueta after just six minutes]




[image: Making a difference: Marko Arnautovic, second from right, scored the decisive goal for the Hammers against Chelsea]


PREMIER LEAGUE

Moyes motivates Arnautovic
Eyebrows raised when West Ham United shelled out a club record £24million on Marko Arnautovic and there was largely...Eyebrows raised when West Ham United shelled out a club record £24million on Marko Arnautovic and there was largely nothing about his performances before this game against Chelsea that altered the opinion that he was a luxury, and lazy one, that a side with its various weaknesses could not afford to carry. The...Eyebrows raised when West Ham United shelled out a club record £24million on Marko Arnautovic and there was largely nothing...
Read the full story



THE ASHES

Duckett suspended after ‘pouring drink over Anderson’
England’s troubled tour of Australia hit further strife yesterday when Ben Duckett, the Lions batsman who had been due to open the batting in their two-day warm-up match at Richardson Park in Perth as several senior players rested ahead of...England’s troubled tour of Australia hit further strife yesterday when Ben Duckett, the Lions...England’s troubled tour of Australia hit further strife yesterday when Ben Duckett, the Lions...
Read the full story

[image: Off-field incident: Ben Duckett has been suspended pending a disciplinary investigation]





[image: Guardiola admitted Silva had been a doubt but now the Spaniard is fit to play in the derby]


henry winter

United are no Luddites but a City win would lift the English game



[image: The improvement made by Sterling bears testament to the impact of Guardiola]


premier league

How Guardiola has transformed City



[image: Ali said that he was surprised by how quiet the crowds were in Brisbane and Adelaide]


the ashes

Ali reveals ‘kebab shop’ racial slur on Ashes tour



[image: Dawid Malan has not looked totally comfortable at Test level but nor have many other English batsmen recently]


the ashes

Skill of batting time is lost to new generation of England batsmen




[image: Mendy says his team-mates are spurring him on in his recovery from a serious knee injury]


Benjamin Mendy

Guardiola must have thought I was crazy when I ran after Sterling
exclusive
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Matt Hughes

Football Notebook: Burnley duo lined up by Southgate
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tony cascarino

Cut off the supply line and United can prevail
I fancy United to win the Manchester derby. It won’t stop City winning the league, but I think the signs are there...I fancy United to win the Manchester derby. It won’t stop City winning the league, but I think...I fancy United to win the Manchester derby. It won’t stop City winning the league, but I think...
Read the full story
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oliver kay

The clubs choosing to kick best young players out the door
This week brought a trip to Burnley’s training ground, next to a National Trust property in the East Lancashire...This week brought a trip to Burnley’s training ground, next to a National Trust property in the...This week brought a trip to Burnley’s training ground, next to a National Trust property in the...
Read the full story


Bradley Ormesher gallery

Picture special: Bradley Ormesher at the Manchester derby
On Sunday I will be pitchside for the Manchester derby. This is one of the games you look forward to photographing. The one of Sergio Agüero scoring at Old Trafford sparked the famous “Phil Jones face” - I didn’t realise until I edited the image...On Sunday I will be pitchside for the Manchester derby. This is one of the games you look forward...On Sunday I will be pitchside for the Manchester derby. This is one of the games you look forward...
Read the full story

[image: An iconic image in the derby’s history, Rooney hangs in mid-air and acrobatically volleys Nani’s cross beyond Joe Hart to seal a 2-1 victory in February 2011, moving league leaders United eight points ahead of their city rivals]
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Ultimate Premier League Guide
The lowdown on all the weekend’s top-flight action
READ HERE



Premier League

We may struggle to stop Liverpool, admits Allardyce
Sam Allardyce was never going to pass up the opportunity to volunteer how he succeeded where the likes of José Mourinho, Arsène Wenger and Antonio Conte have all since failed. A little more than ten minutes had elapsed during his press conference to preview his first Merseyside derby when he offered a reminder that he is the last opposition manager to win at Anfield.Sam Allardyce was never going to pass up the opportunity to volunteer how he succeeded where the...Sam Allardyce was never going to pass up the opportunity to volunteer how he succeeded where the...
Read the full story

[image: Mané, Salah, Firmino and Coutinho have been in sparkling form for Liverpool]




[image: Kenny struggled for game time during Koeman’s stint as Everton manager]


premier league

Local lad Kenny would swap World Cup win for a rare Everton victory at Anfield
Jonjoe Kenny is well aware of the etiquette in derby week on Merseyside and observes the protocol expertly. He looks...Jonjoe Kenny is well aware of the etiquette in derby week on Merseyside and observes the protocol expertly. He looks aghast when asked if he will contact Dominic Solanke, the Liverpool striker, with whom he savoured World Cup success with the England under-20s in the summer. “No. No,” Kenny says. “No. I just...Jonjoe Kenny is well aware of the etiquette in derby week on Merseyside and observes the protocol expertly. He looks aghast...
Read the full story



[image: O'Connell has not had a full-time job in rugby since retiring as a player last year]


rugby union

O’Connell rejects Leicester
exclusive


[image: Warburton has not played since captaining the British and Irish Lions on the tour to New Zealand]


rugby union

Warburton set to miss rest of season



[image: Carr feels a responsibility because he is living out the dreams of older family members]


rugby union

Meet the Premiership’s only Muslim



[image: Goode scores for Saracens in the Champions Cup final against Clermont. The two sides meet again this weekend]


RUGBY UNION

Champions Cup: match-by-match previews



chris ashton interview

‘Jones told me that my tackling wasn’t right. My heart just dropped’
Tossing around a rugby ball as he strolls along the beach in Carqueiranne, a small resort just along the coast from Toulon towards Saint-Tropez, Chris Ashton is spotted by a few locals. One of the gentlemen applauds him, another mimics the “Ash...Tossing around a rugby ball as he strolls along the beach in Carqueiranne, a small resort just...Tossing around a rugby ball as he strolls along the beach in Carqueiranne, a small resort just...
Read the full story

[image: Ashton has no regrets about his move to the French Top 14 this year]





[image: De Gea’s heroics between the sticks could prove key to United’s fate in the derby]


premier league

United v City – Tony Cascarino rates the two teams




[image: Mourinho aimed a jibe at Guardiola ahead of this weekend’s derby]


Premier League

Mourinho says rivals ‘lose balance easily’




[image: Temperatures are expected to drop to 1C during the match, which kicks off at 4.30pm on Sunday]


premier league

Snowfall would not stop play
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Game Daily | Paul Hirst

How Delph went from figure of fun to key man for City




[image: Mourinho berates Oliver, right, after United’s FA Cup defeat by Chelsea last season]


premier league

Man in middle has annoyed Mourinho before







[image: DeGale will fight in Britain for the first time in three years when he faces Truax, left, in London this evening]


BOXING

I’m finally back at 100%, says DeGale



[image: Hall, 21, has earned about £260,000 with seven top-ten finishes this year]


golf

‘I might buy a Mercedes but I would lose any fancy earrings’
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Gideon Haigh

Runs in the family: why cricket is a sport passed from father to son
The love of cricket is contagious but also hereditary, and when communicated in the blood it can take on...The love of cricket is contagious but also hereditary, and when communicated in the blood it can...The love of cricket is contagious but also hereditary, and when communicated in the blood it can...
Read the full story
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Giles Smith

Help make a neutral flag for Russia — needles ready
Bad news for Russia at the Winter Olympics next year: they’re banned. Too much state-sponsored doping. Sorry, everybody.Bad news for Russia at the Winter Olympics next year: they’re banned. Too much state-sponsored...Bad news for Russia at the Winter Olympics next year: they’re banned. Too much state-sponsored...
Read the full story


Ben Kay

Saracens must fill the Vunipola void to stop losing run
Saracens head into the European Champions Cup on the back of three consecutive Aviva Premiership defeats, their worst run in the league since 2010. It is five straight losses in all when you throw in the Anglo-Welsh Cup. Nobody at Allianz Park will be panicking yet, but equally Saracens will know that these two games against Clermont Auvergne are pivotal to their season.Saracens head into the European Champions Cup on the back of three consecutive Aviva Premiership...Saracens head into the European Champions Cup on the back of three consecutive Aviva Premiership...
Read the full story
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[image: Farrell was unmoved by any notion that Saracens are floundering after a run of defeats]


rugby union

No crisis at Saracens, insists Farrell
Owen Farrell has dismissed any suggestion that Saracens are in decline before their rematch of last year’s European...Owen Farrell has dismissed any suggestion that Saracens are in decline before their rematch of last year’s European Champions Cup final against Clermont Auvergne tomorrow and said he has “added a bit physically” after being rested by England in the autumn. A one-point defeat by Harlequins on Sunday was Saracens’...Owen Farrell has dismissed any suggestion that Saracens are in decline before their rematch of last year’s European Champions...
Read the full story



[image: Hart’s World Cup hopes could be undermined by a lack of playing time with West Ham]


premier league

Dropped Hart stuck at West Ham



[image: Eight Premier League games will kick-off at 7.45pm on Saturdays from 2019-20]


premier league

Simultaneous TV games ‘will harm attendances’


sky bet championship

Flint arrives late to settle clash of unlikely promotion rivals


premier league

Alli reassures Pochettino



premier league

Benítez asks Ashley for January war chest


PREMIER LEAGUE

Walcott delays contract talks



PREMIER LEAGUE

The sweeper: three ways to replace suspended Pogba


FA CUP

TV move angers Palace






[image: Lappartient ousted Cookson as UCI president earlier this year]


Cycling

Cycling chief wants giant arch to detect motorised doping



[image: Hull carded a five-under par round of 67 to move up the leaderboard]


golf

Hull closing on the lead in Dubai Ladies Classic



[image: Bowen is among three young jockeys on the up under Nicholls]


racing

Welcome to the new generation of jockey school



[image: Fox Norton will be hard to beat in the Betfair Tingle Creek Chase (2.55) at Sandown Park]


Racing

Rob Wright’s racing tips
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[image: Enoch and Pam Powell at a book signing during the Conservative Party conference in 1971]


obituary

Pam Powell
Spirited wife of Enoch who brought out his romantic side



[image: Robert Maxtone Graham]


obituary

Robert Maxtone Graham
Advocate who featured in his mother’s novel, ‘Mrs Miniver’, which helped Churchill with the war



[image: Shashi Kapoor was “India’s Robert Redford”]


obituary

Shashi Kapoor
Bollywood star who straddled two cultures



[image: Christine Keeler in 1963, the year of the Profumo scandal]


obituary

Christine Keeler
Model, showgirl and femme fatale who, as the largely innocent protagonist of the Profumo scandal, helped to bring down a government



[image: Johnny Hallyday and the actress Catherine Deneuve find a copy of Hallyday’s record Salut les Copains at a record shop in Paris in 1962]


Obituary

Johnny Hallyday
Known as the French Elvis, he sold 100 million records, hung out with Hendrix and had an appetite for cocaine and teenage girls






[image: Former King Michael next to a newly unveiled bronze sculpture of King Carol I, the founder of Romania’s royal dynasty, after addressing parliament in Bucharest in 2011]


obituary

King Michael of Romania



[image: Sir Peter Carr was a member of the woodworkers union for most of his life]


OBITUARY

Sir Peter Carr
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the pedant

Oliver Kamm: Use of the word ‘whom’ is not a test of correct English
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court circular

December 8




faith

How Anglo-Indians spice up Christmas
For India’s dwindling Christian Anglo-Indian community there is one thing that is still key to its identity: food. When Bridget White-Kumar began cooking the Anglo-Indian dishes of her childhood from a 19th-century recipe book once used by her...For India’s dwindling Christian Anglo-Indian community there is one thing that is still key to...For India’s dwindling Christian Anglo-Indian community there is one thing that is still key to...
Read the full story

[image: Indian faithful celebrate Christmas in Kolkata. Anglo-Indians make up about 150,000 of the country’s 28 million Christians]
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credo

Amina Lone: This is a scary time to be a Muslim, but take courage



[image: People pushing a car through the snow at Lyndhurst, New Forest, Hampshire, after a blizzard in December 1937]


weather eye

A blizzard that brought Britain to an icy standstill
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Hark! A fun biography of the first Noëls
In 1647 Christmas in Britain was banned by act of parliament. Ultimately, the Puritans did not succeed in stealing...In 1647 Christmas in Britain was banned by act of parliament. Ultimately, the Puritans did not...In 1647 Christmas in Britain was banned by act of parliament. Ultimately, the Puritans did not...
Read the full story


[image: Winchester’s Guildhall, painted by George Shepherd in 1827]


archaeology

Archaeologists putting Winchester on the map
The British Historic Towns Atlas project was started almost half a century ago in an attempt to compile map-based...The British Historic Towns Atlas project was started almost half a century ago in an attempt to...The British Historic Towns Atlas project was started almost half a century ago in an attempt to...
Read the full story



[image: Louis Rickman and Louise-Marie Bowen met when he lived with her cousin at university]


weddings

Full speed ahead to Louise-and-Louisville
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births

New readers
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December 9, 1917

Details of grim fighting



[image: Q20: Which Kiev monastery is this?]


MindGames

The Times Saturday Quiz
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Competition
Try our  Feature a creature competition for a chance to win champagne, chocolates or a Sainsbury’s voucher
ENTER
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Puzzles

Crossword Club
Play now

Times Concise 7518
Play now

Times Cryptic No 26904
Play now

Sudoku No 9512 Fiendish
Play now

Killer Sudoku No 5761 Deadly
Play now

Brain Trainer No 2433
Play now



Cell Blocks No 3085
Play now

Codeword No 3202
Play now

Times Concise Jumbo 1297
Play now

Times Cryptic Jumbo 1297
Play now

O Tempora! CXIV
Play now

KenKen No 4194
Play now


Polygon
Play now

Suko No 2103
Play now

Bridge
Play now

Chess
Play now
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Saturday Review


[image: Jamael Westman and the London cast of Hamilton]


theatre

A star is born: Jamael Westman, the young Brit playing Hamilton
The actor talks about scooping the lead in the hit Broadway hip-hop musical coming to London
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television

TV review: Hugo Rifkind on The Grand Tour
It’s weird, mad and pointless, but all the more real because of it



[image: Vision of Saint Eustace by Pisanello (detail)]


The fine art of buying Christmas cards
Tired of robins and snowmen? These seasonal images will charm aesthetes



[image: Isabelle Huppert in the 2008 film of The Sea Wall]


six of the best

Six of the best mothers
Chosen by the actress Isabelle Huppert



[image: Tiro (Joseph Kloska) follows orders from Cicero (Richard McCabe)]


first night

Theatre: Imperium at the Swan Theatre, Stratford







[image: <strong> </strong> A 1950s view of the festive season — far away from the medieval tradition of Christmas as a time for scaring children]


book of the week

Christmas: A Biography by Judith Flanders



[image: Tyres burn in Kiev during unrest in 2014, when Russia tried to cripple Ukraine with fake news on the web]


NONFICTION REVIEW

War in 140 Characters: How Social Media is Reshaping Conflict by David Patrikarakos



[image: Tina Brown is a “modern Becky Sharp, bouncy, ambitious, calculating and ruthless”]


NONFICTION REVIEW

The Vanity Fair Diaries, 1983-1992 by Tina Brown



[image: A barn owl in a North Yorkshire graveyard. They make nests from the fur, feathers and bones of their prey]


NONFICTION REVIEW

The Secret Life of the Owl by John Lewis-Stempel
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Will you join the dark side?
Start your Star Wars journey to find out. . .
QUIZ



nonfiction review

Britain’s 100 Best Railway Stations by Simon Jenkins
Simon Jenkins is getting choosy in his late middle age. Or maybe his travel budgets are getting smaller in these hard times. After giving us England’s Thousand Best Churches, swiftly followed by England’s Thousand Best Houses, his latest...Simon Jenkins is getting choosy in his late middle age. Or maybe his travel budgets are getting...Simon Jenkins is getting choosy in his late middle age. Or maybe his travel budgets are getting...
Read the full story

[image: Birmingham New Street makes the top 100]





[image: Michelangelo painted a personable divinity in the Sistine Chapel]


nonfiction review

God: A Human History by Reza Aslan



[image: Dervishes celebrate Lal Shahbaz Qalandar, a Sufi mystic worshipped across religious sects]


nonfiction review

Travels in a Dervish Cloak by Isambard Wilkinson



[image: Joseph Conrad, pictured, was championed by Edward Garnett]


Nonfiction review

The Uncommon Reader: A Life of Edward Garnett by Helen Smith



[image: Alice Hoffman, whose new novel is ideal for romantic teenagers]


FICTION REVIEW

The Rules of Magic by Alice Hoffman



FICTION REVIEW

The Ballad of Peckham Rye; A Far Cry From Kensington; The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie by Muriel Spark
Muriel Spark is the only novelist I can think of whose name perfectly captures her talent. “Muriel” (slightly stuffy and outmoded to modern ears) conjures up the drab world of old-fashioned schools, boarding houses and lower bohemia in which many...Muriel Spark is the only novelist I can think of whose name perfectly captures her talent.Muriel Spark is the only novelist I can think of whose name perfectly captures her talent.
Read the full story

[image: Jean Brodie played by Maggie Smith in 1969]





[image: Hector Hugh Munro, better known by the pen name Saki]


CLASSIC READ

Selected Stories by Saki, edited by Diana Secker Tesdell



[image: Dinner guests each recount a spooky story in Christmas Dinner of Souls]


CHILDREN’S BOOK OF THE WEEK

Review: Christmas Dinner of Souls by Ross Montgomery



[image: John Noakes, with Shep the Blue Peter dog, in 1976]


What’s on TV and radio this weekend



[image: Victorian politicians caricatured in the Commons]


politics

A trove of Commons knowledge




Show more



Weekend


[image: Nigella Lawson: “Bread sauce made with torn-up cubes and strips of bread has a much better texture”]


christmas food special

The big lunch: how the experts pull it off
What’s the secret to crunchy roast potatoes, a perfect bird and delicious gravy? Britain’s top chefs reveal how they do it at home



[image: Mary McCartney with her father Sir Paul and sister Stella]


CHRISTMAS FOOD SPECIAL

What the McCartneys have for Christmas lunch
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Christmas food special

Jane MacQuitty: My top six bottles for Christmas




[image: Mary Berry offers up a seasonal recipe from her book One Step Ahead]


CHRISTMAS FOOD SPECIAL

So what’s for pudding, Mary and Michel?




[image: From mince pies to pigs in blankets, Tony Turnbull tries out this year’s supermarket offerings]


CHRISTMAS FOOD SPECIAL

Supermarket taste test: what to buy (and avoid) this Christmas
Times food editor Tony Turnbull rates the best — and worst






[image: The Ruby wreath from Pulbrook &amp; Gould, priced at £2,450]


Would you pay £2,500 for a Christmas wreath?



[image: Natalia Vodianova on the catwalk in Paris]


body & soul

Model mum: five kids and £30m for charity
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sex counsel

Suzi Godson: I find her pet names unsexy



[image: The Yar Estuary curves north through tremendous reedbeds]


OUTSIDE

A good walk: Yarmouth and the Yar Estuary, Isle of Wight





[image: Birds love the fruit of crab apples such as Malus x Zumi ‘Golden Hornet’]


outside

Joe Swift: Give wildlife a helping hand this winter



[image: Phyllostachys nigra]


OUTSIDE

Alice Bowe: Cool canes — the best bamboos to plant in pots



[image: Holly needs lots of light]


OUTSIDE

Stephen Anderton: How to get a bumper crop of holly berries year after year
There’s something irresistible about holly — those succulent red berries in the middle of the winter, that glossy...There’s something irresistible about holly — those succulent red berries in the middle of the...There’s something irresistible about holly — those succulent red berries in the middle of the...
Read the full story
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OUTSIDE

Feather report: Eerie cry of the secretive water rail
Water rails are not the easiest birds to see because they spend so much of their time in the depths of reed beds.Water rails are not the easiest birds to see because they spend so much of their time in the...Water rails are not the easiest birds to see because they spend so much of their time in the...
Read the full story
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Travel

30 coolest Caribbean hotels
From a lodge in the Bahamas to a chic mansion in Cuba, these are the best places to catch some winter sun
1 Tiamo Resort, South Andros Island, Bahamas
A National Geographic lodge, Tiamo Resort manages the fine balance between luxury and unsullied nature. On large but barely habited South Andros Island (which is best reached by seaplane), it comprises 13 sustainably built thatched-roof villas — some with private swimming pools — which surround spectacular coral reefs.1 Tiamo Resort, South Andros Island, Bahamas
A National Geographic lodge, Tiamo Resort manages...1 Tiamo Resort, South Andros Island, Bahamas
A National Geographic lodge, Tiamo Resort manages...
Read the full story

[image: Tiamo Resort, South Andros Island, Bahamas]




[image: There are simple rooms with dramatic mountain views at Clachaig Inn, Glencoe]


BRITAIN

The 20 best places to stay in Scotland
1 Clachaig Inn, Glencoe, Argyll
The Clachaig’s Boots Bar is one of Scotland’s coolest pubs, but don’t expect...1 Clachaig Inn, Glencoe, Argyll
The Clachaig’s Boots Bar is one of Scotland’s coolest pubs, but don’t expect high design and cocktails here, this is a proper post-walk retreat, muddy boots welcome. Sit on chunky furniture and order haggis, neeps and tatties washed down with your tipple of choice from the...1 Clachaig Inn, Glencoe, Argyll
The Clachaig’s Boots Bar is one of Scotland’s coolest pubs, but don’t expect high design...
Read the full story
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Exclusive offer: luxury break in Manchester
This week, stay at King Street Townhouse
DETAILS





[image: Waldhaus Flims Alpine Grand Hotel &amp; Spa]


LUXURY TRAVEL

Chic spa and black runs: my dream ski trip



[image: Monserrate Palace, admired by Lord Byron]


europe

A weekend in . . . Sintra, Portugal



[image: Chefchaouen, in the Rif Mountains of Morocco]


TRAVEL DOCTOR

We would like a family meet-up in Morocco



[image: The Amanyangyun is scheduled to open next month]


TRAVEL TIPS

Aman hotel opens in Shanghai



britain

The cool hotel guide: The Swan, Southwold, Suffolk
In a nutshell
Not many pubs have a butler. This one has two: Richard and Holmes, who offer tips on coastal walks and can point you in the direction of George Orwell’s parents’ house on the high street (where Orwell wrote A Clergyman’s Daughter). The 35-room Swan is on Market Place, a short stroll from the beach and next to Adnams brewery. The hotel is the...In a nutshell
Not many pubs have a butler. This one has two: Richard and Holmes, who offer tips...In a nutshell
Not many pubs have a butler. This one has two: Richard and Holmes, who offer tips...
Read the full story

[image: The Swan has just had a swanky £6 million revamp]




[image: The Royal Monceau, Raffles is situated in Paris’s fashionable 8th arrondissement]


THE TIMES SPA GUIDE

The Royal Monceau, Raffles, Paris
In a nutshell
The Royal Monceau, Raffles is a luxurious five-star hotel and spa situated very near the...In a nutshell
The Royal Monceau, Raffles is a luxurious five-star hotel and spa situated very near the Champs-Élysées in Paris’s stylish 8th arrondissement, a short hop from the city’s central museums and parks. The hotel has two plush restaurants, one of which holds a Michelin star, plus a more informal...In a nutshell
The Royal Monceau, Raffles is a luxurious five-star hotel and spa situated very near the Champs-Élysées in...
Read the full story
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The Times Spa Guide
We round up the best British spa hotels for facials, massages — and a whole lot of pampering
TRAVEL
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Money

PORTFOLIO THERAPY

‘Should I take my pension or think long-term?’
A 64-year-old asks for advice from our experts
Martin Doyle is to retire in July after 41 years working on the shop floor of Jaguar Land Rover. He confesses that he is, however, bewildered by the pension freedoms and how he should invest his savings after his retirement. Martin, 64, has a defined benefit (also known as final salary) pension, which is expected to be worth £623,000 after a lifetime of investment. It...Martin Doyle is to retire in July after 41 years working on the shop floor of Jaguar Land Rover.Martin Doyle is to retire in July after 41 years working on the shop floor of Jaguar Land Rover.
Read the full story

[image: Martin Doyle, 64, is at the centre of a turf war over the future of his pension funds]




[image: People can be seduced by the prospect of a lump sum, but remember, your pension should be built to last]


INVESTMENT

Why you shouldn’t rush to exploit the pension freedoms
Fears are growing of another pension mis-selling scandal as employees are encouraged to leave gold-plated final...Fears are growing of another pension mis-selling scandal as employees are encouraged to leave gold-plated final salary company schemes to exploit the “freedoms” introduced in 2015 by George Osborne. Under the former chancellor’s initiative, people now have the option of transferring out of their company funds —...Fears are growing of another pension mis-selling scandal as employees are encouraged to leave gold-plated final salary company...
Read the full story



[image: Charges can range from £500 to £16,000 for transferring a pension pot of £1 million from a gold-plated defined benefit (DB) scheme]


Investment

Here’s what you may pay to quit your final salary scheme



[image: Young people despairing of buying in expensive cities may be able to buy-to-let]


PROPERTY

Can’t afford to buy a home? Become a landlord
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COMMENT

The problems of a pension break-up
Remember when the greatest threat posed by the pension freedoms was the risk that people about to retire would use...Remember when the greatest threat posed by the pension freedoms was the risk that people about to...Remember when the greatest threat posed by the pension freedoms was the risk that people about to...
Read the full story
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TROUBLESHOOTER

I was charged for car hire insurance I didn’t need
In August I flew to Perpignan and had booked a hire car through Enterprise for €147. I had taken out excess insurance...In August I flew to Perpignan and had booked a hire car through Enterprise for €147. I had taken...In August I flew to Perpignan and had booked a hire car through Enterprise for €147. I had taken...
Read the full story




[image: A toy that teaches your child about their future finances could be a most valuable gift]


THE GUIDE

Fun gifts to help children learn about money



[image: Without careful investment a £1 million jackpot might not go as far as you think]


The guide

Ever dreamt of winning £1 million? Here’s what to do with it . . .
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MILLENNIAL MONEY

Why I’m less than excited about the 26‑30 railcard



[image: Karina Oakes “I try to save as much as I can, but it is becoming very difficult to build a pot with the increasing cost of living in London”]


Millennial money

Battle to beat the low savings rate blues



SERIOUS MONEY

The Santa rally: a seasonal gift for investors
You might not think that Santa Claus and the stock market have much in common, but investment experts would beg to differ. They argue that the run-up to Christmas and new year is the time when UK shares regularly produce their strongest returns.You might not think that Santa Claus and the stock market have much in common, but investment...You might not think that Santa Claus and the stock market have much in common, but investment...
Read the full story

[image: Over the past 30 years, December has produced higher returns on the stock market than other months, but experts don’t know why]





[image: Astrazeneca’s recent focus on oncology has been the subject of a number of failed clinical trials]


INVESTMENT

Share of the week: Astrazeneca



[image: Repeated applications for credit can leave a damaging “footprint” on your credit score]


savings

Here’s how you avoid the mortgage credit check trap



[image: There was a rush to trade Bitcoin this week. Its price hit nearly $20,000 at one point]


Investment

The week in the markets



[image: From diesel surcharges to the impact on state pensions, find out what the budget means for you]


Budget 2017

Your budget questions answered
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Scotland

Police rebuked for paying officer’s taxes
One of the country’s top police officers was paid £67,000 to move house and had her £53,000 tax bill paid for in what Scotland’s financial watchdog has described as “unacceptable” uses of public money. According to a highly critical report by Audit Scotland, Rose Fitzpatrick, a deputy chief constable of Scotland, was earning £175,000 when the Scottish Police Authority —...One of the country’s top police officers was paid £67,000 to move house and had her £53,000 tax...One of the country’s top police officers was paid £67,000 to move house and had her £53,000 tax...
Read the full story

[image: Payments to temporary police staff and a deputy chief constable were poor uses of public money, Audit Scotland has said]
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Analysis

Authority leadership has been plagued by criticism from the beginning
From almost the day it came into being on April 1, 2013, the Scottish Police Authority (SPA) has had a tortured and...From almost the day it came into being on April 1, 2013, the Scottish Police Authority (SPA) has had a tortured and controversial existence. Designed to act as the watchdog and oversee Police Scotland, the civilian authority’s relationship with the police started off poorly. The authority’s first chairman, Vic Emery...From almost the day it came into being on April 1, 2013, the Scottish Police Authority (SPA) has had a tortured and...
Read the full story


Network in £1m benefit fraud is uncovered
An organised crime network that fraudulently secured almost £1 million of public money has been broken up after an international police operation. The benefit and tax fraud was taking place on a staggering scale in Govanhill...An organised crime network that fraudulently secured almost £1 million of public money has been broken up after an international police operation. The benefit and tax fraud was taking place on a staggering scale in Govanhill...An organised crime network that fraudulently secured almost £1 million of public money has been broken up after an...
Read the full story

Police are called in to patrol school corridors
Police are patrolling corridors at a secondary school after pupils’ unruly behaviour was alleged to be “spiralling out of control”. Teachers and pupils said they did not feel safe at Hawick High School. Parents and staff voiced...Police are patrolling corridors at a secondary school after pupils’ unruly behaviour was alleged to be “spiralling out of control”. Teachers and pupils said they did not feel safe at Hawick High School. Parents and staff voiced...Police are patrolling corridors at a secondary school after pupils’ unruly behaviour was alleged to be “spiralling...
Read the full story


[image: Trevor Francis received the honour for his services to Aberdour, Fife]


Nurse who abused girls in his care stripped of MBE



[image: Nicola Sturgeon said devolved administrations needed to be fully involved in the next stage of Brexit negotiations]


Scotland ‘needs special agreement too’




Dugdale: there’s no way I’m defecting to SNP
Kezia Dugdale, who abandoned her parliamentary constituency to take part in a reality television show, has ruled out defecting to the SNP. “I love the Labour Party,” the former Scottish Labour leader insisted in an interview with The Times from...Kezia Dugdale, who abandoned her parliamentary constituency to take part in a reality television...Kezia Dugdale, who abandoned her parliamentary constituency to take part in a reality television...
Read the full story

[image: Kezia Dugdale said she would stand again as an MSP in 2021]




Transport staff fear for pensions
Morale within British Transport Police is low because of uncertainty caused by its forthcoming merger with Police Scotland, a report reveals. HM Inspectorate of Constabulary in Scotland called for issues over the impact the...Morale within British Transport Police is low because of uncertainty caused by its forthcoming merger with Police Scotland, a report reveals. HM Inspectorate of Constabulary in Scotland called for issues over the impact the...Morale within British Transport Police is low because of uncertainty caused by its forthcoming merger with Police...
Read the full story

Famished boy ate grass at orphanage, abuse inquiry told
A man who says that hunger forced him to eat grass while he was at a care institution in the 1960s has told an inquiry there was a “culture of evil among religious orders” at that time. A witness told Scotland’s Child Abuse...A man who says that hunger forced him to eat grass while he was at a care institution in the 1960s has told an inquiry there was a “culture of evil among religious orders” at that time. A witness told Scotland’s Child Abuse...A man who says that hunger forced him to eat grass while he was at a care institution in the 1960s has told an...
Read the full story


[image: Hare coursing accounted for the most crimes, 38]


Hunting with dogs crimes double in year



[image: The Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland has been accused of a “a lack of effectiveness, poor governance and insufficient accountability”]


‘Secretive’ architects body investigated by watchdog




[image: There is a “mass sleep-out” in Edinburgh tonight to raise money to support homeless accommodation]


Hundreds of houses freed up for homeless



[image: Sales have fallen since the government replaced UK stamp duty, making buying a high-end property more expensive]


Scots still shunning £1m homes as land levy ‘stunts market’



[image: Smaller oil companies believe that they can continue to extract oil, gas and profit from the North Sea]


business

Rockrose shares ready to flow again after deal for oilfields



[image: Baillie Gifford runs the £384 million Edinburgh Worldwide Investment Trust, which outperformed its benchmark]


business

Growth delivers no dividend for trust investors



video
football

McKenna steps up to restore belief
Dundee 0 Aberdeen 1
Stewart Milne probably wouldn’t need much encouragement to commission a slab of granite and have a huge statue of Derek McInnes towering over Union Street in Aberdeen. Milne might have gazed admiringly at the away dug-out at Dens Park last night, the Aberdeen chairman purring about the fact his cherished manager really was still there after that remarkable rebuffing of...Stewart Milne probably wouldn’t need much encouragement to commission a slab of granite and have...Stewart Milne probably wouldn’t need much encouragement to commission a slab of granite and have...
Read the full story




Match highlights: Dundee 0 Aberdeen 1
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Graham Spiers

McInnes has making up to do
There is no mystery why Derek McInnes declined Rangers’ advances to become their new manager. He took a careful look...There is no mystery why Derek McInnes declined Rangers’ advances to become their new manager. He took a careful look at the inept state of the Ibrox club and decided it could be the ruin of him. That, plus the implausible task of being able to get anywhere near Brendan Rodgers and Celtic, made McInnes’s mind up on...There is no mystery why Derek McInnes declined Rangers’ advances to become their new manager. He took a careful look at the...
Read the full story



[image: Murty views his caretaker role at Rangers as a privilege]


football

Modest man Murty just happy to help out



[image: McInnes, right, was sent off after this clash with David Beckham at Old Trafford]


football

We had to rely on fitness and effort — Derek bought into it



[image: Russell fails to stop Galletier scoring the first of his two tries at Scotstoun]


rugby union

Indiscipline so costly as Warriors make meek Euro exit



[image: Darcy Graham will make his debut for Edinburgh against London Irish]


rugby union

Edinburgh in a hurry to complete their mission




Show more


Ireland

Brexit deal is ‘bulletproof’
Soft border guaranteed, says Varadkar
Theresa May is to confront hardline Brexiteers within her own government as she seeks to exploit the momentum of the successful phase-one divorce deal, which was welcomed by both the Irish government and the EU yesterday. Mrs May has set aside December 19 for the British cabinet discussion of...Theresa May is to confront hardline Brexiteers within her own government as she seeks to exploit the momentum of the successful phase-one divorce deal, which was welcomed by both the Irish government and the EU yesterday. Mrs May has set aside December 19 for the British cabinet discussion of...Theresa May is to confront hardline Brexiteers within her own government as she seeks to exploit the momentum of the successful...
Read the full story

Amnesty refuses to pay back cash linked to abortion repeal
Amnesty International Ireland may face a criminal investigation for refusing to return money donated by a fund backed by the philanthropist George Soros. The human rights organisation has been told to pay back €137,000 from Open Society Foundations, to ensure that Ireland’s abortion laws comply with human rights, by the Standards in Public...Amnesty International Ireland may face a criminal investigation for refusing to return money donated by a fund backed by the philanthropist George Soros. The human rights organisation has been told to pay back €137,000 from Open Society Foundations, to ensure that Ireland’s abortion laws comply with human rights, by the Standards in Public...Amnesty International Ireland may face a criminal investigation for refusing to return money donated by a fund backed by the...
Read the full story



[image: Nicola Golden accepts the gold Walter Scott Medal on behalf of her late husband, Tony]


Hero garda killed in line of duty gets top bravery medal
A garda who lost his life intervening in a domestic violence incident has been honoured with the highest possible award for bravery in the force. A gold Walter Scott Medal was posthumously awarded to Tony Golden at a graduation ceremony in the garda training college in Templemore, Co Tipperary yesterday, two years...A garda who lost his life intervening in a domestic violence incident has been honoured with the...A garda who lost his life intervening in a domestic violence incident has been honoured with the...
Read the full story

The shepherdess, her sheepcat and their book on Irish farm life


[image: Suzanna Crampton has spent almost a decade raising Zwartbles in Co Kilkenny. She is assisted by Bodacious]






[image: Campaigns to decriminalise abortion have focused on fatal foetal abnormalities]


Plan to prevent ‘rushed’ abortion decisions



[image: Shelter for homeless people in Dublin is costing more than €1.13 million a week]


Hotels and B&Bs in Dublin earn €1m a week sheltering homeless



[image: Sergeant Deborah Marsh described the devastating impact of witnessing the man’s suicide on her and her family]


Officer begged for her life as suicidal driver took aim



[image: The general secretary of the NBRU praised the workers decision]


Irish Rail staff vote to accept pay proposals





[image: Leo Varadkar said his government had got everything it wanted from the deal]


brexit

Rollercoaster week for Ireland that ended in triumph




[image: Although both sides have committed to “frictionless” trade after Brexit, it is unclear what that will mean in practice]


brexit

Business welcomes deal but demands clarity on border
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Brexit | analysis

Ireland is the real winner in the Brexit agreement




[image: Charlie Flanagan said he needed a colleague in the North to fight terror]


brexit

‘Talks show need for power-sharing’




[image: Arlene Foster gave only a conditional endorsement of the new terms saying the talks had run out of time]


brexit

Nothing is agreed until everything is agreed, DUP warns







[image: James Keogh of Limerick, runs The Churchill Arms, in Kensington, which each year gets more decorations]


One Christmas tree is not enough, says pub landlord



[image: While some enjoyed the snow in Belfast, others had their flights grounded or delayed because of the weather]


Snow is fallin’ all around... most counties



[image: The health minister Simon Harris said the loan was a boost for Ireland]


Children’s hospital secures €490m loan from Europe



[image: Professor Noel Fitzpatrick’s pioneering surgery has made him a TV star]


Supervet’s bionic tails go on tour



business

Commission could look at IDA misconduct claim
Connect Ireland has requested that a statutory commission of inquiry be established to investigate its claims of misconduct against the IDA. The two sides have been in dispute for almost a year over the number of jobs created under the Succeed In...Connect Ireland has requested that a statutory commission of inquiry be established to...Connect Ireland has requested that a statutory commission of inquiry be established to...
Read the full story

[image: Joanna Murphy, chief executive at Connect Ireland, made additional complaints against the IDA]




business

Digicel chief set to sign off after 13 years on call
Digicel, the Caribbean mobile phone operator owned by Denis O’Brien, has announced that its longstanding chief executive is to step down after more than a decade in charge. Colm Delves, who has led the group for 13 years, is to...Digicel, the Caribbean mobile phone operator owned by Denis O’Brien, has announced that its longstanding chief executive is to step down after more than a decade in charge. Colm Delves, who has led the group for 13 years, is to...Digicel, the Caribbean mobile phone operator owned by Denis O’Brien, has announced that its longstanding chief...
Read the full story

leading article

Victory, Now Vigilance
The deal reached between the UK and EU negotiating teams represents a significant diplomatic achievement for the Irish government. Credit where credit is due. From the start it set out a position on Brexit. It persuaded...The deal reached between the UK and EU negotiating teams represents a significant diplomatic achievement for the Irish government. Credit where credit is due. From the start it set out a position on Brexit. It persuaded...The deal reached between the UK and EU negotiating teams represents a significant diplomatic achievement for the...
Read the full story
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liam fay

Anglo-Irish roots aren’t rotten yet, just ask Johnny
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sarah carey

Hold your nerve, we’re closer to undoing the madness of Brexit



Rugby union

O’Gara plea to Irish trio over new contracts
Ronan O’Gara strongly believes that Iain Henderson, Peter O’Mahony and CJ Stander should prioritise glory over money and sign new contracts with the IRFU, rather than accept more lucrative offers from abroad. Ireland’s record points scorer is about to swap his coaching duties with Racing 92 in...Ronan O’Gara strongly believes that Iain Henderson, Peter O’Mahony and CJ Stander should prioritise glory over money and sign new contracts with the IRFU, rather than accept more lucrative offers from abroad. Ireland’s record points scorer is about to swap his coaching duties with Racing 92 in...Ronan O’Gara strongly believes that Iain Henderson, Peter O’Mahony and CJ Stander should prioritise glory over money and sign...
Read the full story

rugby union

O’Connell rejects Leicester
exclusivePaul O’Connell has turned down an approach from Leicester Tigers to join their coaching staff. The former captain of Ireland and the British & Irish Lions was one of a small number of candidates for the vacant position of forwards coach at Welford Road and had been talking to Leicester about the job. It is understood that he withdrew...Paul O’Connell has turned down an approach from Leicester Tigers to join their coaching staff. The former captain of Ireland and the British & Irish Lions was one of a small number of candidates for the vacant position of forwards coach at Welford Road and had been talking to Leicester about the job. It is understood that he withdrew...Paul O’Connell has turned down an approach from Leicester Tigers to join their coaching staff. The former captain of Ireland...
Read the full story



[image: Heslin racking big scores in big games is what he has been known since 2013]


Gaelic football

Heslin: the man it’s ‘almost impossible’ to prevent scoring
At the throw-in of the Westmeath county final in October between St Loman’s and Tyrrellspass, John Heslin, the St Loman’s full forward and captain, jumped so high to catch the ball that he contorted his body like a leaping salmon. He took off at pace before passing the ball and running hard into opposition territory.At the throw-in of the Westmeath county final in October between St Loman’s and Tyrrellspass...At the throw-in of the Westmeath county final in October between St Loman’s and Tyrrellspass...
Read the full story

Owen Mulligan interview

‘My voice was wearing thin – I had to leave’


[image: Mulligan is now carving out a different life for himself in London at the age of 36]






[image: Best urged Ulster’s players to replicate their international commitment]


Rugby union

Best: don’t take foot off the gas



[image: O’Mahony, right, returns to the Munster XV following his stint with Ireland]


Rugby union

Champions Cup guide: Big guns back for Munster
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Eddie O'Sullivan

Murray must dominate the battle of the half backs
Murray-Youngs battle will be decisive 
The expectation around Munster versus Leicester Tigers is that the packs will...Murray-Youngs battle will be decisive 
The expectation around Munster versus Leicester Tigers is...Murray-Youngs battle will be decisive 
The expectation around Munster versus Leicester Tigers is...
Read the full story
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Donncha O'Callaghan

The day when fanaticism and fear helped Munster storm Leicester fortress
Leicester’s supporters don’t like me, this I learnt two weeks ago when they booed me off the field when I was subbed...Leicester’s supporters don’t like me, this I learnt two weeks ago when they booed me off the...Leicester’s supporters don’t like me, this I learnt two weeks ago when they booed me off the...
Read the full story
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Today's Magazine


[image: The Times Magazine cover]


The Times Magazine
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